New ZT Universal Harness Includes Additional Safety Features

The ZT Universal Harness is the latest in the award-winning ZT product range. The Universal offers five-point attachments: front, rear and side loops for work positioning. It incorporates the ZT leg gaiter design, which completely eliminates the use of groin straps and the serious damage they cause when restricting the femoral artery in the groin area during prolonged suspension.

The harness combines an integrated harness and lanyard with performance work-wear trousers or coveralls. It employs a patented leg gaiter system with lanyard and front point attachment. The elimination of loose straps or lanyards means there is no risk of catching these on door handles or wing mirrors when entering or exiting a vehicle. There is no metal 'D' ring so it's also comfortable to wear when driving. Restraint or shock absorbing lanyards can be connected easily to the harnesses front or rear point attachment.

The universal harness is an essential piece of height safety equipment that can be worn as a fall restraint or fall safety harness with the added benefit of work positioning loops. Between work at height tasks and during breaks, the lanyard can be removed and stowed without the need to remove the harness or change.

The harness is certified to 330 lbs in body weight as well as being certified to EN361:2002 and EN358 standards.

ZT Safety has also introduced a new range of jackets, winter suits and body warmers specially designed to be worn in conjunction with its harnesses.